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there are four playable characters, each with his own set of weapons,
movement and special abilities. so, if you're looking for a favorite, you'll have
to make a choice. characters tend to have different shooting mechanics and
additional skills. so, if one isn't your style, you might be better off with
another. you will often be choosing between a faster-firing lower-capacity
weapon and a slower-firing, more powerful weapon with more ammo. the
game rewards you for taking cover and using the right ammunition. you can
hear the sound of bullets breaking the environment around you and gunshots
startle your enemies. you can always watch a clock to see when you've had
enough of the firing, but you have no way of knowing when you're being
charged. (the charge meter in the game does not indicate how many seconds
remain before you can no longer fire your gun.) in all honesty, i've only noticed
that the charges when they happen on several occasions, but in all those
instances they were because i somehow acquired enough free time to take a
load of unneeded frustration out. for the most part, deep black reloaded is a
rather entertaining game. while the first mission may have been a little
lackluster, it was at least a level that i could get into and started to get the
hang of things. the missions start off as simple as playing whack-a-mole, but
start to get a little more complex as the levels continue to expand. eventually i
found a situation where there was an enemy rush i had not anticipated, so i
had to switch to my secondary weapon. while pierce and his team encounter
many different sorts of enemies, this is the only of them he can probably
encounter multiple times. many times you can't tell what you're actually
fighting, but many times it's obvious.
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any other game just feels silly after deep black : reloaded. it may not be an
intense combat with real consequences, but these situations don't matter - it's
the 80s science fiction setting that's pulling me in, the rapid water exchanges
that feel like a breath of fresh air from traditional first-person shooters, and

the fact that i'm running around with an underwater weapon and never even
think about it. short answer: yes. deep black reloaded is definitely the most

fun i've had playing a tps in a very, very long time. the underwater combat is a
rush, and coupled with the solid shooter mechanics and ability to take cover

and take advantage of terrain, a single playthrough is far more satisfying than
what i usually have to slog through. the combat is so exciting, in fact, that i'm
perfectly happy waiting for the next set of targets to make their appearance.
the game is an enjoyable experience, but since you're paying for it, you may
as well treat it with respect. deep black reloaded is far less forgiving than the
genre that it celebrates. like its predecessors, it'll try to kill you repeatedly,

and it'll be relentless about it. if you play a first-person shooter for the
challenge of playing an online game that's not a multiplayer or co-op game,
you'll be disappointed. the challenge is at its most frustrating when trying to
win on a particularly difficult level, and even though i was successful on my

first try i find myself constantly failing. even on levels that i'm having trouble
with, the game often puts a gun in my hand when i least expect it. 5ec8ef588b
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